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Motivation

There has been substantial public concern that the police treat black
and white members of the community differently

Past work on police-citizen interactions has relied on a) citizen
recollections of past encounters or b) researcher observations of a
limited set of interactions

Body cams provide an opportunity to directly observe these
interactions at scale
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Data

Transcripts of conversations between officers and black/white
community members during traffic stops in Oakland, CA in April 2014

981 stops, 245 officers

Transcripts divided up into utterances (a “turn” of one or more
sentences)

In total, there were 36,738 officer utterances
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Descriptives
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Overview of the paper’s approach

1 Draw a sample of officer utterances

2 Hire human annotators to rate the tone of the utterances in the
sample

3 Build a model that predicts human ratings of tone

4 Apply model from previous step to estimate tone of all officer
utterances

5 Test whether officers speak to black community members less
respectfully
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Outline

1 Measuring tone (Study 1)

2 Modeling tone (Study 2)
Extracting features from text
NLP tools
Feature selection and modeling
Validation

3 Testing for racial difference in tone (Study 3)
Main analysis
Linguistic classification accuracy of race
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Rating task

Sampled 414 unique officer utterances (about 1%)

Limited to utterances where 1) least 15 words were spoken between the
two speakers, and 2) at least five words were spoken by the officer.

Each utterance was rated by 10 different human coders

Human coders were presented with

What the officer said
What the driver said right before that

Human coders rated what the officer said on a scale from 1-4 on five
“folk notions related to respect and officer treatment”:

1 Disrespectful - respectful
2 Impolite - polite
3 Judgmental - impartial
4 Unfriendly - friendly
5 Informal - formal
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Inter-rater agreement
The authors present Cronbach’s α by batch:

Cronbach’s α reflects internal consistency
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The authors say:

These results demonstrate the transcribed language provides a
sufficient and consensual signal of officer communication, enough
to gain a picture of the dynamics of an interaction at a given
point in time.

Under what conditions might we not fully be convinced this is the case?

If we believe that different people perceive tone differently and the raters are
non-representative in consequential ways

70 raters (56% female, median age 25).

If the community member utterances provide cues about the speaker’s race,
affecting ratings of officer utterances

If a large component of tone in spoken conversations is lost or distorted
when presented on paper as text.
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Principal Component Analysis
Final rating for each utterance along each dimension was the average
across the 10 raters.

Authors then used PCA to decompose the ratings into two underlying
components:

Explained 93.2% of variance in ratings overall.
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The features they extracted
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The features they extracted
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The features they extracted
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NLP tools in R

General solutions
For tokenization, part of speech tagging, named entity recognition, entity
linking, sentiment analysis, dependency parsing, coreference resolution,
and word embeddings:

openNLP: provides wrapper for openNLP (Java)

cleanNLP: provides wrapper for spaCy (Python), Stanford CoreNLP
(Java), udpipe (C++)

More specific to markers of politeness

politeness: based on past work identifying linguistic markers of
politeness
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Feature selection

Used simple linear regression and stepwise feature selection by R2.

Authors state that they also tried modeling using lasso, support
vector regression, and random forest with the same set of features but
performance was no better

Outcome variables: respect and formality

Independent variables: log counts of linguistic features at utterance level.
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Assigning respect scores
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Validation

We are interested in whether the model does a good job of predicting how
people actually rate.

How do the predicted ratings compare to actual human ratings?
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Assessing performance

RMSE =

√√√√1

n

n∑
i=1

(yi − ŷi )2 (2)

where

i indexes an officer utterance

yi is human rating for utterance i

ŷi is predicted rating for utterance i

n is the number of utterances (n = 414)
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Assessing performance

RMSE for Respect: 0.84; RMSE for Formality: 0.88

How to assess if this is good? What the authors do:

Benchmark in comparison to RMSE across human coders

Treat the average rating as a gold standard
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Main question

From pg. 6523:

Controlling for contextual factors of the interaction, is officers’
language more respectful when speaking to white as opposed to
black community members?
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Strategy

Apply models from previous stage to rate all utterances for Respect and
Formality.

Estimate linear mixed effect models:

Outcome variables: Respect and Formality

Covariates:

Community member race, age, and gender
Officer race
Whether a search was conducted
The result of the stop (warning, citation, arrest)

Random intercepts for interactions nested within officers
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Results
“Controlling for these contextual factors, utterances spoken by officers to
white community members score higher in Respect.”
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Over time
To see how scores change over the course of an interaction, added a random slope
of utterance position (where in conversation the utterance happened, scale 0 - 1)

”officer Respect increased more quickly in interactions with white drivers...”
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How might this be restated as a causal question?

What is the effect of community member race on respect in officer
language use?

τ = E(Respect | do(Resident race = black))−
E(Respect | do(Resident race = white)) (3)
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Result of stop as post-treatment

Resident race

Actual offense

Officer respect Result of stop
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But the descriptive raw means are compelling
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Linguistic classification accuracy of race

Mentioned briefly in first paragraph pg. 6525; pg. 13 of supplement

Similar logic to Gentzkow, Shapiro, and Taddy (2016)

“Measuring Group Differences in High-Dimensional Choices: Method
and Application to Congressional Speech.”

Use how easy it is to predict speaker party ID based on speech as a
measure of political polarization

The more predictive speech is, the greater polarization there is

In this paper

Use how easy it is to predict the race of the community member
being spoken to as a measure of racial disparity in officer language

The more predictive officer speech is, the greater a disparity there is
in how officers talk to black vs white residents
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What they do in this paper

Take a random balanced subsample of data (50% utterances directed
at white residents, 50% directed at black residents)

Extract same linguistic features as earlier + n-grams up to length 3

Select 5000 most informative features

Train a classifier using logistic regression to predict race based on
these features

Mean predictive accuracy in 10-fold cross validation: 67.7%
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